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Now, assuming that a weight would be the same in action for the
purpose of floating a finger-bar as a spring, and assuming a familiar-
ity with the combination of the third claim of the patent in suit,
or the like combination as used by appellee, one might well devise
a. coupling between the long arm of Heston's lever and the frame of
the machine which would serve as a prototype. But this would be to
construct the anticipating device, rather than to find it in the prior
art.

The decree below is affirmed.

WESTERN ELECTRIO 00. v. WESTERN TEL. CONST. CO. et at.
(Circuit Court of Appeals, Seventh Circuit. February 7, 1899.)

421.
PATENTS-CONSTRUCTION OF CI,AIMS-IMPROVEMENT IN TEI,EPHONE SWITCHES.

The Hooseveltpatent, No. 215.837, for an Improvement In telepllOue
switches, Is entitled to only a very narrow construction, and Is limlted
to the mechanism descrlhed for so connecting the transmitting Instrument
with a spring switch that the unskilled operator, without intending or
understanding the result, shall cut out and in the call bell by the act of
raising and dropping the instrument In using It.

Appeal from the Circuit Court of the United States for the Northern
Division of the Northern District of Illinois.
This was a suit in equity by the Western Electric Company against

the "Western Telephone Construction Company, James E. Keelyn,
Madison B. Kennedy, and Isador Baumgartl, for the alleged infringe-
ment of a patent for an improved telephone switch. From a decree
dismissing the bill, complainant appeals.
This suit was brouglit to obtain an accounting, and an Injunction against

Infringement of letters patent of the United States No. 215.837, Issued on
May 27, 1879, to Ililborne L. Hoosevelt, of New York, for an "improvement
in telephone switches." The specification, excepting the technical description
of the devie-e, reads as follows: "It is a matter of considerable Importance
In connection with several telegraphic transmitting instruments, more
especially telephones, that the operation of the transmitting Instrument should
automatically signal to the receiving Instrument at the other end of the line
the fact that a message Is about to be transmitted, whereby the receiving
operator is enabled to prepare himself for the reception of such messages.
This Is particularly true where the transmitting operator Is not of necessity
a skilled person in the electrical art. An instance of this can be readily
given: Supposing It Is desired to transmit a message to a distant point by
means of a telephone or similar transmitting Instrument, It Is obviously de-
sirable that the mere fact of the preparation of such transmitting instrument
or telephone for sendlng the signal should of itself prepare the receiving
operator at the other end of the line for the reception of the messllge. If,
for Instance, a telephone were hanging in a position to be raised by the trans-
mitter, It would be very desirable that the mere fact of raising such telephone
to the lips should of Itself Inform the receiving operator that a message
was to be transmitted. My Invention Is designed to accomplish this result.
• • • It is obvious that by this arrangement unskJl1ed persons must, as it
were, automatically make all the necessary changes and swltchings from the
signal battery and bell-call to the transmitting and receiving telephones, and
that this is done without the possibility of mistal,e." The first, second, third,
and seventh claims, of which infringement is alleged, read as "(I)
The combination, with a telephone, of a circuit closing 01' changing POrtioD
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and screws or points, the circuit-closing portion being arranged to be placli'd"
in contact with one screw point through the influence of the telephone when
not being used. and to be placed in contact with the other screw or point when
the spring is freed from the influence of the telephone. substantially as de-
scribed. (2) The combination of a spring switch. connecting wire connected
therewith, and a transmitting instrument suspended thereto, substantially
in the manner described, whereby the raising of the transmitting instrument
causes the spring switch to make or break or alter the electric current. (3)
The combination of a spring switch and connecting wire connected therewith,
and a transmitting Instrument suspended thereto, combined and connected
together, substantially as herein described. whereby a circuit is made through
a signaling Instrument when the weight of the transmltthlg instrument is on
the switch. while the circuit is closed through the transmitting instrument
itself when its weight is removed from the switch." "(7) The combination
of a connecting wire carrying an electric circuit, and attached to the spring
switch having contact points, and a transmitting instrument suspended to
said spring switch. connected and combined substantially as described, where-
by the weight of the transmitting instrument upon the switch causes the
switch to complete a circuit through itself, and to a ground or signaling in-
strument, while when the transmitting instrument is raised a circuit is made
through said transmitting instrument."
Fig. 1 of the patent is essentially the same as the left-hand portion of Ii'ig.

2, here reproduced:

$',,,
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The appellees made and sold two forms of of ·which the record
<contains diagramatic illustrations, whi('h are agreed to be ('orrect. 'l'hey both
infringe, if either does, and the diagram of one only jf;\ here rPIH'olluced:

IJw..iram,JJtye7ZtUllt I';
.Clppliralu.r)k1..

The prior art in evidence consists of letters patent No. 93,816, issued on
August 17, 1&l9, to Eugene Fontaine, for an "improvement in electric fire
and burglar alarms," and No. 103,150, granted on :Hay 17, 1870, to Sylvanus
D. Cushman, for "improvements in signal boxp;; for fire-alarm telegraphs."
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The court below found that there had been no infringement, and in the course
of its opinion said: "I feel myself compelled, in view of the then state of the
art, and of the specific difficulty that the mechanism of Roosevelt was avowed-
ly intended to circumvent, to hold that his patent is self-limited to such
mechanism as automatically curs in and out the call bell (including the ring-
ing of the same) hy the mere act of lifting and dropping the teiephone. III
the defendant's telephone, the call bell is in circuit before the receiver is lifted;
in the complainant's, the act of lifting puts it in circuit. In the defendant's
mechanism, when the connection is closed the receiver must be hung upon
a fork,-a prescribed manual act 011 the part of the operator; in complainant's,
it is dropped on its cord, thus avoiding this otherwise definite manual nct.
In the Hoosevelt mechanism, the lifting of the telf'phone actuates the circuit
so as to ring the bell; in the defendant's mechanism, such actuation is oniy
obtained by the manual turning of a crank or pressing of a button. In all
these respects the defendant's mechanism is clearly differentiated from Roose-
velt's purpose, viz. an arrangement whereby conscious manipulation of the
switches and the call bell Waf' to have been dispensed with. I recognize that
the conception of changing bacl;: and forth the switches by virtue of the rest-
ing and lifting of the telephone l:1])on the forks is a close copy of Hoosevelt's
conception, and that perhaps his claims, standing apart from his description,
are broad enough to cover the incidental deviations. But, after all, the main
purpose of the invention must control the scope of the claims, and such pur-
pose certainly did not include the defendant's mechanism." After a quota-
tion of this part of the opinion, the brief for the appellant says: "Such re-
striction of the claims, especially those of a pioneer patent like that of Hoose-
velt's, we contend, is unwarranted. The defendants have added a hook to
their spring switch, so that the weight of the telephone may come directly
upon the SWitch, instead of having the cord atTached to the switch, so that
the weight is placed upon the switch through the medimll of the cord. '1'1\e
actual working of the switch in each case will be fonnd substantially identical.
For example, as sho,vn in Fig. 2 of tIle patent, we find the circuit of the bell,
B, closed at A', and the circuit of the telephone, T', opened at P'; that is,
when the weight of the telephone is on the switch, as shown in Fig. 2, the
bell is in circuit; when. the weight of the telephone is removed from the
switch, the spring switch inoves from contact A' to P', thus opening the cir-
cuit of the bell at A' and dosing the circuit of the telephone at P'. In each
of the defendants' devices precisely the same switching is accomplished br
placing the weight of the telephone on the hook and by removing it from
the same. The second sentence of the passage quoted from Judge Gross-
cup's opinion states, in SUbstance, that in'defendants' apparatus the call bell
is in circuit before, the receiver is lifted, but that in complainant's apparatus
it is the act of lifting the telephone which puts the bell in circuit. It is true
that In each of the forms of defendants' apparatus the call bell is in circuit
before the receiver is lifted, but our consideration of the circuits of Fig. 2
of complainant's patent shows that the same statement is also true of com-
plainant's apparatus; that is, there is no distinction in this regard between
complainant's apparatus, as Illustrated in Fig. 2, illJd defendants' apparatus,
as illustrated in diagrams No. 1 and No.2, and as shown in the models
'Wall Set' and 'Desk Set.' It Is intimatea that Roosevelt's claims, standing
apart from his description, are broad enough to cover the incidental devia-
tions found in defendants' apparatus. This makes dear, we think, the main
question involved in this appeal. It is as to the legal construction of the
claims in question, considered in connection with the descriptive portion of
the specification. The record shows that this Hoosevelt switch is the verJ'
first automatic switch in the art. The claims in question are not broader
than the prior art warrants. 'l'helr language is broad enough to subordinate
the defendants' apparatus. Must, then, details mentioned in the specifica-
tion be injected into them so as to make them of no value whatsoever?"
The experts have asserted their opposing views with great positiveness and
zeal; OTIe of them asserting that the patent in suit is "one of a very high order,
possessing the attributes of novelty and inventive ingenuity in the highest
degree," while the other concludes his review of the prior art with a declara-
tion of belief that he had demonstrated the total lack of invention "in the
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devices or the association of devices for the purpose described and claimed"
at the date of the application for the patent.

Charles A. Brown and George P. Barton, for appellant.
Stanley Stout, for appellees.
Before WOODS, JENKINS, and SHOWALTER, Oircuit Judges.

'WOODS, Circuit Judge, after stating the case, delivered the opinion
of the court.
The Roosevelt patent is for a mechanism, purely. It is designed

for use in connection with telephones, but its essential charaeter is
no more affected bv that fact than the character of a device for open-
ing and dosing a gate in a head race would be affected by the fact of
its use for turning off and on and regulating a current of water on its
way to a mill wheel. Electric currents, whether carried upon the
wires of a telephone or a telegraph, were not new, and by no pretense
can be brought within or made to affect the scope of this patent.
Switches employed in telegraphic and telephonic devices to shift the
electric current from one wire to another were not new. Such a
switch, connected permanently at one end with a current conducting
wire (x in the patent), and capable of being shifted at its other end
from one point of contact to another (as from P to A in the patent),
was a matter of common knowledge, and the problem for the solution
of which Roosevelt obtained a patent was to effect that shifting
automatically. That problem was not a whit different mechanically
because the purpose was to shift and direct the passage of electricity
over wires, than it would have been if the wires had been tubes
through which the passage of a liquid was to be determined by the
opening and closing of valves by means of a shifting switch or lever.
It was, of course, no problem at all, to mechanics of ordinary skill,
after the telephone was invented, with a switch in position, to devise
means of shifting the movable end from the point of normal contact
to the other point prepared for it; but, if the like had never been done
before, it would doubtless have been an inventive achievement to
provide for an automatic movement of the switch, which should be
effected by the mere use of the telephone in the ordinary way in the
hand of an unskilled operator. The like had been done, however, by
Cushman, when he devised a signal box for fire alarms "with a switch
mechanism so constructed and arranged that the shutting of the outer
door of the signal box switches the electro-magnets out of the tele-
graphic circuit," etc. That switch, as a mechanism, is not to be dis-
tinguished from this of the patent because the particular results to be
accomplished are not the same, and are not brought about exactly in
the same way. The shifting of currents by a switch is one thing.
The subsequent course of the currents, and what they do or what is
done with them, are different things, unaffected by, and without effect
upon, the character of the switch. So, too, the idea and a form of
automatic switch are illustrated in the burglar alarm of Fontaine. It
is therefore impossible, even without looking for automatic s\vitches
in the mechanic arts outside of electrical devices, to concede to this
patent the character of a pioneer invention. It need not be said that
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there was no degree of invention in so conneeting the transmitting.
instrument with the spring switch that the unskilled operator, with·
out intending or understanding the result, should accomplish the nec-
essary movement of the switch merely by lifting the instl'lunent, and,
on quitting, should involuntarily, and with equal want of understand-
ing, restore the switch to its normal position simply by releasing his
hold of the instrument. This, the specification puts beyond doubt,
was what the patentee supposed he had accomplished; and, the inven-
tion being from necessity very narrow, there is no good reason for
giving a wider scope to the claims of the patent, even if by their terms
they are not so limited. In the second, third, and seventh claims, the-
transmitting instrument is described as suspended to the switch; and
the same meaning is made evident in the first claim, by the terlllS of
which the switch is "to be placed in contact with one screw point
through the influence of the telephone when not being used," and "is
freed from the influence of the telephone, substantially as described."
No claim of the patent can fairly be given a construction which

would include either form of apparatus manufactured by the appellees.
The decree below is therefore affirmed.

Judge SHmVALTER did not participate in this decision.

DEERE et a1. v. ARNOLD.
(Circuit Court, N. D. New York. January 3, 1899.)

No. 6,357.
PATENTS-HARROWS.

The Barley patent, No. 250.619, for improvements in harrows, con-
strued as to the firth claim, which relates to a method of fastening the
harrow teeth to a double-flanged beam in such a manner that they can be
adjusted either vertically or at any desired inclination to the beam, and
such claim held valid and infringed.

'rhis was a suit in equity by Deere & Co. against O. M. Arnold for
alleged infringement of a patent for improvements in harrows. Final
hearing.
John R. Bennett, for complainants.
J. H. Whitaker and G. A. Prevost, for defendant.

COXE, District Judge. This suit is founded upon letters patent,
No. 256,619, granted to James H. Barley, April 19, 1882, for improve-
ments in harrows. The invention, so far as it is in issue in the pres-
ent controversy, relates to a new and improved method of fastening
the harrow teeth to a double-flanged beam "in such a manner that they
can be adjusted to stand vertically to the side of the beam, or at any
desired inclination thereto." The fifth claim only is involved. It is
as follows:
"In a harrow, the combination of a tooth-holder with the double-flanged

beam. the plate being clamped thereto and inserted between the flanges of
the beam which holds the plate and tooth in position, substantially as and for
the purpose shown and described."


